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This paper is one in a series that examines how the act of helping civilians brace for violence can
complement and benefit efforts in many fields related to peace and conflict.
Local capacity for self-preservation has powerful implications for protection, human rights, nonviolent
resistance, development aid, disaster risk reduction, early warning and response, humanitarian aid,
peacekeeping, and security sector reform, as well as efforts to manage conflict, reduce recruitment into
violence, mitigate displacement, and prevent conflict returning.
The knock-on effects of civilians being better prepared for inexorable violence have scarcely been
considered (even within the field of protection). Nothing else has such crosscutting potential as
preparedness: It is the hidden common denominator of our work.
Aid service providers will often be the best situated to support local preparedness. But by getting better
joined up with such providers, the practitioners in these other fields may see a very impactful multiplier
upon their work on the ground.

Avert displacement.
1.

It may be so obvious as to be overlooked, but the best time to deal with displacement is before a
cycle of flight, exile, and return starts. And the crux of the displacement issue is—preparedness.

2.

As noted in companion papers in this series entitled, there is a great deal that locals do to reduce
conflict. This does not necessarily mean they can save themselves from being displaced. But in
reducing conflict and its impacts they may indeed be able to stay in place—if that is appropriate.
As stated at recent ICRC-InterAction forum, “understanding communities’ self-protection
methods can inform actions to mitigate… displacement.” 1 Even if they must flee, they might at
least exert more control over the depth and duration of their displacement than we likely realize.

3.

When families and communities have contingency plans for better ensuring their safety as well as
life-critical sustenance and services, they frequently forestall or even avert displacement. To be
clear, preparedness support is not biased toward staying in situ per se. It simply helps broaden
civilians’ options. This helps them either avoid displacement—or arrange displacement with
more foresight. The key to either is having vigilant leadership with a range of informed options.

4.

Contingency planning for possible flight often begins even while civilians are accommodating
dangerous power or probing for peace. They begin double lives and sequenced displacement.
Provisional “family split up” and “commuting” options are often chosen before full flight, as is
the tentative, reversible stripping and transfer of some assets. Temporary flight and hiding until
marauders leave the area is another practice used. These partial steps do not commit them to full
displacement. A “be prepared” frame of mind is not predisposed either to flight or to staying in
place—it just expands choices.

5.

Sometimes there is no safe exit out of a conflict zone. Other times there can be severe costs to
leaving one’s home area. “Civilians may be exposed to deadly threats in their attempt to flee to
safety.” 2 Some find “from a health perspective, the best option is to avoid human displacement.”
3
One report by the Centers for Disease Control found that displaced populations “may have
death rates 60 times higher than non-displaced populations.” 4 From a livelihood perspective,
flight “undermines productivity and self-sufficiency.” 5 Moreover, the survival knowledge and
skills specific to one’s land might be rendered obsolete by flight to distant or urban areas. 6 And
those who flee then return months or years later can find it harder to rehabilitate their livelihoods
compared to those who never fled. 7 In terms of social cohesion, kinship support groups might
become scattered in flight. Finally, regarding security, the destination thought to be safer often
turns out to be deadly as well. 8 “In the 1990s, between a third and half of African refugees
sought asylum in neighboring countries that were suffering from civil war” as well. 9

6.

“Any strategy that can help reduce displacement is an important element in reducing the number
of deaths.” While there will always be exceptions, Fred Cuny noted that “comparisons of
mortality among refugees and those who remain behind in conflict areas, show that, in most
cases, people have a better chance of survival in war zones.” 10 Bearing in mind that physical
violence usually accounts for a small portion of civilian deaths in a war zone (bigger killers being
a lack of food security or of preventive health), one can better understand why civilians often
chose to stay where they are. 11 If in a given situation both staying and going seem equally
dangerous choices—then familiarity with one’s home ground might be a decisive argument for
staying.

7.

Still, the field craft of preparedness would make it easier for at-risk civilians, should they choose,
to reach the sanctuaries of aid workers and peacekeepers who often fall back on “Come-to-us”
methods of deployment. So again, none of this argues for a predisposition toward “making
civilians stay” in situ or for abdicating their rights to relief and asylum elsewhere. The basic tenet
of preparedness is that there be more messaging and mobilization so civilians can more ably
make their own informed choices.

Arrange displacement.
8.

When all else fails, then flight can make the most sense. Preparations in this regard focus on
getting social units and economic assets out of harm’s way. The better preserved these two
things remain—then the less the severity and length of subsequent displacement might be.

9.

It is not as though time is lacking. Armed groups might build their readiness for months or years.
Without foresight, civilians might have only hours or minutes. Rather it is often information,
vigilance, and preparedness that is lacking. “Displacement” is something that happens to
civilians. But self-displacement is something that civilians can make happen with a greater
degree of control.

10.

Whether fleeing to relatives, strangers’ villages, or anonymous urban ghettos; whether to hidden
bush sites, IDP camps, or refugee asylum—advance planning will help civilians arrive at these
destinations with a bit more autonomy and self-reliance. For instance, if they flee to relatives
(commonly their true “first responders”) or generous host villages, they can arrive with more of
their economic assets intact. This is vital because such networks often become exhausted, thus
requiring displaced persons to make more dangerous secondary and tertiary flights.

11.

As noted in the briefing paper Preparedness and Conflict Management, in order to retain what
wealth of theirs they can, civilians preemptively strip (document, cache, disperse, dismantle,
diversify, liquidate, redeem) and transfer assets. Nothing in the experience of aid work inclines
us to help civilians do this. It may feel like we are actually helping the belligerents—until we
realize the opposite is true: attacks often leave civilians dead, destitute, or displaced. But

civilians who take preemptive steps can deny belligerents the first two goals and better control the
terms of the third.
12.

Still, for development workers who have long dedicated themselves to asset building—asset
stripping sounds very counterintuitive, even heretical. Until recently. A central tenet of the new
“emergency livelihoods framework” is that “asset ownership can be a key determinant in
vulnerability.” 12 Belligerents often provision or profit themselves with civilian wealth—and this
puts locals with visible wealth directly in harm’s way. So moving those assets to trusted
networks has multiple benefits. First, it protects family wealth. Second, it removes resources that
actually invite attack and harm. Third, it keeps that wealth out of the hands of criminals or
belligerents, thus giving less inducement and strength to their asset stripping. Fourth, it puts
those resources into the hands of trusted relatives or hosts, strengthening those networks. All of
this has enormous implications for displacement.

13.

Planning thus enables civilians to uproot with more of their human and financial capital intact.
As more active wardens of their own “self-displacement” they are less likely to become the abject
wards of others. This does not make them fully self-sufficient. But it does leave them with more
resources—and the safety, sustenance, and services which that can buy. Clearly, civilians who
flee in “more intact” fashion will have a different experience with displacement than those who
run ill-prepared with nothing but the shirts on their backs.

14.

The ultimate duration of their displacement—a grave concern of the international community
these days—depends on many factors. But, security allowing, those who have kept their social
units and economic assets most intact have a better chance navigating the costs and demands of
returning home and rebuilding their lives earlier.

15.

Preparedness support can help populations either avoid displacement—or arrange it with the most
mitigation possible.
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